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Brushing Mom’s Hair
Andrea Cheng
 
14-year-old Ann’s mother has been diagnosed with breast cancer, and Ann feels 
obligated to take on the role of worrying about her mother’s needs getting 
met.  She feels alone amongst her peers and her family members, all of whom 
seem to be able to face the challenge of her mother’s illness with greater ease 
than she.  Inspired by a quote she discovered in a book, Ann works to calm her 
nerves as her mother navigates her battle against cancer.

Eva of the Farm
Dia Calhoun

 
Young Eva is an incredible poet, her creativity fueled by the landscape that she 

calls home - a farm in the hills of eastern Washington.  When her younger 
brother becomes quite sick, a blight hits the farm, and a notice marked 

FORECLOSURE shows up at the farm, Eva isn’t sure how to cope.  She draws 
strength from the places and people she loves, and learns to find courage in 

new places.

A&er the River the Sun
Dia Calhoun
 
A companion text to Eva of the Farm, this story introduces readers to Eckhart, 
a friend of Eva’s and a newcomer to her beloved orchards and fields.  A&er his 
parents drown during a family ra&ing trip, Eckhart is sent to live with his uncle 
on an orchard.  Eckhart struggles to connect with his uncle, who seems to want 
nothing to do with him.  With help from Eva, Eckhart learns to feel at home 
and find courage - just as she has had to do herself.



Moo
Sharon Creech

 
This charming story of city folks turned farmers is set right here in Midcoast 

Maine!  Inspired by the story of Aldermere Farm in Camden, Moo tells the 
story of a family who befriends an eccentric, mysterious, and sometimes 

frightening elderly neighbor who keeps a small collection of farm animals.  
Over time, a beautiful relationship blossoms and the most unlikely farmers 

fall in love with raising cattle and life in Maine.

Hearbeat
Sharon Creech
 
Annie loves to run.  Barefoot and speeding along, she finds that things 
make sense and feel right.  As things outside of her control begin to shi& 
around her, Annie feels as if things no longer feel quite right.  Her mother is 
planning to welcome a new baby, her grandfather is experiencing dementia, 
and her best friend is no longer who she thought he was.  Annie runs, 
thinks, watches, and listens, and in doing so, finds a way to make things 
feel right again.

Love That Dog
Sharon Creech

 
This  heartwarming story follows a young boy named Jack as he learns to love 

poetry.  Told through what’s meant to be the writing of a second grader, the 
story follows Jack as he jokingly imitates famous poets, poetically makes a 
strong case against writing poetry, and, eventually, discovers that poetry is 

exactly what he had been needing all along - a discovery made when Jack 
writes a poem about his beloved (and very much missed) dog.

Hate That Cat
Sharon Creech
 
Jack writes again, this time with hatred of a new evil: a black cat who taunts 
him outside of school.  In this companion to Love That Dog, Jack details the 
faults of the black cat - a creature he has absolutely no patience for.  Over 
time, however, Jack learns to love the cat just as he has slowly learned to 
love being a poet.



Historical Fiction

Brown Girl Dreaming
Jacqueline Woodson

 
This autobiographical work takes place in both the northern and 

southern United States during the 1960’s - at the height of the Civil 
Rights Movement.  Young Jacqueline lives in Ohio with her family, but 

experiences instability at home that takes her to South Carolina, where 
she and her mother and sister find refuge with her maternal 

grandparents.  A&er facing much discrimination in the south, 
Jacqueline’s family moves to New York City, where new and different 

challenges exist.  This text is rich with themes, ouching upon race, 
equality, poverty, social justice, religion, and more.

Silver People: Voices 
from the Panama Canal
Margarita Engle
 
As one of the largest and most difficult engineering projects in 
history, the Panama Canal was an endeavor that drastically changed 
a landscape, deeply impacted local cultures, and employed (and 
endangered) thousands from around the globe.  A host of characters 
share their stories of life during the canal’s construction, offering 
readers a look at the experiences of immigrant workers, local 
natives, and more.

The Red Pencil
Andrea Davis Pinkney

 
This Twelve-year-old Amira wants nothing more than to learn to read 

and write.  But when the Janjaweed storms her rural village, killing 
some of her family members and forcing others to flee on foot, Amira 
knows her priorities must change.  As she adjusts to her new life as a 
refugee, however, Amira learns that she must hold onto her dreams - 
for without them, she may not have the determination she needs to 

keep herself from slipping away. 



Home of the Brave
Katherine Applegate
 
Kek and his mother were the only survivors when their family was 
attacked, but he hasn’t seen her since they fled into the woods 
together near their home in Africa.  Now, Kek has come by himself 
as a refugee to Minnesota, where he works hard to adapt to a new 
landscape and culture, and tries to come to terms with the loss of 
his family.  Kek makes some friends, learns how to exist in a new 
place, and connects with animals - all while holding out hope that 
somehow, somewhere his mother is still alive.

Aleutian Sparrow
Karen Hesse

 
A&er the attacks in Pearl Harbor during World War II, the Japanese 
invaded the Aleutian Islands of Alaska.  The Aleut people, who had 

made their home amongst the islands for over 9,000 years, were 
gathered up and forced to evacuate to the forests of southeastern 

Alaska.  Told through the eyes of a girl named Vera, the story chronicles 
the struggle of a community clinging to its traditions within a new and 

unfamiliar environment.

Witness
Karen Hesse
 
A small Vermont town is transformed a&er the Ku Klux Klan 
makes its way into the community.  It’s 1924, and the sudden 
cultural shi& leaves many folks vulnerable to discrimination at 
best and extreme violence at worst.  Told through a cast of 
characters representing a variety of different community 
members, the book brings readers close to the Klan’s actions and 
allows the events to be examined from multiple perspectives.



Out of the Dust
Karen Hesse

 
Billie Jo struggles to recover a&er a terrible accident.  She has lost 

her mother and her infant sibling, and her own body is permanently 
damaged.  Her father cannot speak of the incident, and the 

challenges of living in Oklahoma during the Great Depression are 
almost too much for the pair to bear on top of what they’ve been 

through.  Through dust storms, failed crops, and the exodus of most 
of their neighbors, Billie Jo and her father learn how to go on with 

their lives, despite what they’ve been through.
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